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Personalities are 

a part of who God 

created us to be 

and significantly 

influence how 

we serve Him.

Leading, Serving, Ministering

“I will praise You, because I have been remarkably and wonderfully made. 
Your works are wonderful, and I know this very well” (Ps. 139:14, HCSB).

I have known Psalm 139 for years, but it has been a journey for me to say, “I 
know full well the ‘wonderfulness’ of who I am.” Seeing myself as God sees 
me—as a unique person who is a valuable piece in the puzzle of life—took 
some time. I confess I haven’t consistently celebrated the “wonderfulness” of 
those around me. I have discovered that accepting the wonderfulness of me 
and of everyone else in spite of our differences is an important first step—
but it’s only the first step. We must try to better understand and accept 
our differences that are revealed through our personalities. Personalities 
influence the way we lead, serve, and approach ministry. Understanding 
personalities gives a new perspective on life and leadership.

Personalities are a part of who God created us to be and significantly 
influence how we serve Him. The Bible does not directly address personality, 
but some versions have indirect references and are recognizable in the Word. 
Jesus interacted with people differently according to how they were wired. 

I have always been interested in what makes people tick. Years ago Tim 
LaHaye’s Spirit-Controlled Temperament provided eye-opening insights and 
impacted my personal relationships. After assuming leadership roles in the 
marketplace and ministry, the need to understand people became an essen-
tial part of effectively mobilizing people to work together toward a common 
goal. Searching for additional knowledge led to various personality profile 
models. I became certified in Myers-Briggs which focuses on the “theory, 
people create their ‘type’ through exercise of their individual preferences 
regarding perception and judgment.”1 Studying various processes led to a 
deeper understanding of personalities and reinforced the belief that every 
individual possesses her own combination of wonderfulness. When people 
operate in alignment with their personality preferences, they have freedom 
and bring passion and personal ingenuity to ministry.

Leading Women to Serve

UNDERSTANDING 
PERSONALITIES
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Women’s ministry is more about relationships and serving than planning 
and implementing programs or projects. However, leaders are privileged to 
guide the process by effectively assimilating wonderfully unique people to 
do the work God has planned. Involving and empowering women to min-
ister is similar to putting together a jigsaw puzzle. Each piece has its own 
idiosyncrasies with a unique shape and part of the picture. Each shape has 
its predetermined place. It can be challenging to connect the myriad pieces, 
as it requires time, patience, and thoughtful analysis. It becomes evident 
that each piece has unique and equal value; for without each one in place, 
the picture is not complete (see 1 Cor. 12).

Understanding Personality Styles 

Spiritual gifts and natural abilities equip individuals to serve, but their per-
sonalities tell how they will serve. God has blessed each of us with a unique 
personality so that we can serve Him fruitfully. God also designed others 
who may think and act differently so that we will complement one another.

For several years leadership programs have emphasized understanding 
people from a generational perspective. This approach is needed, but it 
limits understanding by only using demographically categorized affinity 
groups. Effectively leading also requires a deeper and more personalized 
approach that begins by understanding personality styles, including how 
they impact the way spiritual gifts are used.

Four basic personality types or “temperaments” as noted by the Greek 
physician Hippocrates have characterized people. He named the four 
temperaments Melancholic, Sanguine, Choleric, and Phlegmatic. Research 
and personal behavioral observations reveal that everyone has a dominant 
personality type with a distinct and unique blend of all four traits, in vary-
ing degrees. When God created you, He made you unique—you are one 
of a kind. Your personality is one of the ways you are made in God’s image 
(Gen. 1:27). It is the outward expression of your inner person.

Utilizing personality styles as a resource provides insights that allow for 
the appreciation of people for who they are and for what they prefer to 
contribute. Personality indicators are tools and are not meant to box people 
into rigid categories. Understanding personality styles does not allow us to 
see through people; it allows us to see people through a personalized lens. It 
enables leaders to make care the biggest part of their ministry careers: see-
ing people the way they want to be seen, hearing them the way they want 
to be heard, understanding them the way they want to be understood—as 
the “real me,” with value.
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Determining Personality Styles

All personality styles have equal value—there is no “best” style. Determining 
styles involves recognizing differences and similarities in personality traits. 
The most effective way to gain this knowledge is through personality assess-
ments. The assessment’s purpose is not to measure intelligence, abilities, or 
character, but rather to measure how a person prefers to do things and in 
what environment she prefers to do them. These preferences tend to remain 
constant throughout a person’s lifetime. Identifying personality styles pro-
vides practical insights that may be useful for:

• personal growth and positively influencing others
• communicating more effectively
• developing effective teams
• helping others to accomplish their goals
• resolving and avoiding conflicts
Many people have heard of the Myers-Briggs Indicator®, DiscProfile™, 

and the Keirsey Temperament Sorter®. Dr. John Trent and Dr. Gary Smalley 
provide a surprisingly easy format to understand at a basic level. Smalley 
and Trent base their personality profiles around animal characters. (The 
personality assessment is found in Gary Smalley’s Making Love Last Forever 
Workbook, chapter 10). While these are broad groupings, they are easily 
remembered and entertaining to communicate. The insights revealed from 
this assessment are extremely beneficial for improving relationship skills in 
personal life and in ministry leadership. In this chapter, animals will be used 
to discuss personalities.

Who’s Who? An Overview

Predictable patterns of behavior flow out of personal preferences. People can 
be quite complex. Initial insights can be gained by asking two questions:

Are you more outgoing or more reserved? An outgoing person walks into a 
room full of strangers and her natural tendency is to mix with the crowd. A 
reserved person, especially in unfamiliar settings, may stand off to the side, 
waiting for someone to approach her. 

Are you more task-oriented or people-oriented? The task-oriented person 
enjoys sinking her teeth in to a project and getting it done. She may enjoy 
people, but her main focus is getting tasks done. Alone time energizes her. 
On the other hand, the people-oriented person is more interested in rela-
tionships than in getting a project done, and people energize her.
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Personality 

motivates how we 

pray, worship, and 

effectively use our 

spiritual gifts.

Discover how much insight is gained from these two questions as they 
apply to you. Draw in the margin a box divided into four sections. Sketch 
a lion and an otter in the top two and a beaver and a golden retriever in the 
bottom sections (or just write their names if you prefer). The two animals 
on the bottom represent personalities that are reserved and slower paced. 
If you think of yourself like this, circle the bottom half of the diagram. 
However, if you don’t consider yourself reserved, cover the bottom half of 
the diagram. The top two animals represent more outgoing and faster-paced 
personalities. If these describe you better, circle the top half of the diagram. 

Now, cover the left half. The two animals on the right represent person-
alities that are more people-oriented. If that describes you, circle the right 
side. If not, cover the right half of the diagram revealing the two animals 
who represent personalities driven by tasks; they like accomplishments. If 
that describes you, circle the left side of the diagram. The animal included 
in both circles represents your dominant personality.

Conclusion:
Outgoing + task-oriented = Lion
Outgoing + people-oriented = Otter
Reserved + task-oriented = Beaver
Reserved + people-oriented = Golden Retriever

Most people are a combination of more than one type and may exhibit 
characteristics of other types.

What Difference Do These Insights Make?

Personality affects how we process thoughts, communicate, express emo-
tions, and deal with fear. It plays an important role in how we interact in our 
relationships. Spiritually, it motivates how we pray, worship, and effectively 
use our spiritual gifts. The apostle Paul prayed, “May He grant you out of 
the rich treasury of His glory to be strengthened and reinforced with mighty 
power in the inner man by the [Holy] Spirit [Himself indwelling your 
innermost being and personality]” (Eph. 3:16, AMP, emphasis mine). Isn’t it 
exciting to think about Him indwelling our personality, finishing the good 
work He has begun in us?

As the outward expression of our inner person, it is essential to under-
stand how personality traits influence the way we lead, serve, and minister. 
The apostle Paul states, “Each one of us must please his neighbor for his 
good, in order to build him up” (Rom. 15:2, HCSB). And the writer of 
Hebrews tells us, “Let us be concerned about one another in order to pro-
mote love and good works” (Heb. 10:24, HCSB).
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Our unique set of 

personality traits 

is God’s way of 

equipping us with a 

blend of resources 

according to the 

work He has 

designed us to do.

Personality Styles Influence the Way We Lead

“We are His creation—created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God 
prepared ahead of time so that we should walk in them” (Eph. 2:10, HCSB).

Personality style is a predisposition. Our unique set of personality traits is 
God’s way of equipping us with a blend of resources according to the work 
He has designed us to do. Gaining knowledge of how we are shaped is the 
foundation to understanding what we do and why we do it. Since personality 
styles influence the way you lead, awareness of your style will help you, too:

•  “Know thyself ” was Socrates’ guiding rule. Those two words are filled 
with great wisdom. Through understanding yourself you better under-
stand others. Even though we think we are objective, we are not. The 
way we lead flows out of our perceptions, preferences, role models, 
spiritual journeys, and how life experiences have conditioned us. An 
effective leader knows herself—the good, the bad, and the changeable.

•  Strategically shape your leadership style. Some say leaders are born, not 
made. All personality styles have potential to successfully lead, especial-
ly if they are able to effectively leverage the strengths of the team. For 
instance, the Otter may have a tendency to become enamored by her 
own charm and overlook important facts. The Lion may become too 
occupied with facts and overlook people. For Lions and Otters to effec-
tively lead usually requires they tone down the intensity of their strong 
personalities. Golden Retrievers and Beavers may need to compensate 
for their reserved demeanors. Even the leadership styles between indi-
viduals with the same personality traits will vary. Strategically shaping 
leadership styles comes from intentionally identifying and utilizing 
your personal strengths, being transparent, and enlisting others to sup-
port your weaknesses.

•  Lead out of your identity as God’s gal. You are God’s gal—fearfully 
and wonderfully made. Embrace who you are because of Whose you 
are. God has created you as a unique individual for whom He has a 
customized plan. When that plan includes leadership, He has given 
you all you need for life, godliness, and leadership. Being an effective 
leader is more about embracing who you are than seeking to be a cer-
tain personality style. It is important to listen to His voice encouraging 
you during those lonely moments when who you are doesn’t seem to 
be enough. Good will never be “good enough.” It is not about being 
good but about being God’s gal, willing to embrace who she is while 
being sensitive to areas that need improvement. It is about having the 
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courage needed to deal with challenging people and to make tough 
choices with a tender touch. Remaining focused on the Father enables 
you to lead without becoming egotistical with each success or discour-
aged and dismayed with each disappointing outcome.

Personality Styles Influence How We Serve

Individually, we are one piece of the puzzle of life. Together, we are the 
picture of God’s love and grace serving the world. Understanding personali-
ties is beneficial to building better relationships and to establishing more 
effective leadership teams. People function most effectively out of their fine 
tuned natural tendencies. When you are asked to sign your name, don’t you 
instinctively use the hand that you naturally feel more comfortable writing 
with? Using the opposite hand for most of us is a little more challenging, 
isn’t it? And it doesn’t look quite as effective, does it? 

Your personality or temperament influences your natural inclination of 
the way you serve. You can always choose to function differently; however, 
it may become more challenging and often not as effective. On the other 
hand, when it comes to the areas where you struggle, you can choose to 
practice new disciplines that will keep your tendencies from becoming 
hindrances. Personalities aren’t right or wrong, just different for different 
individuals. “God has placed the parts, each one of them, in the body just 
as He wanted” (1 Cor. 12:18, HCSB).

Our leadership is more effective when we are able to recognize, uti-
lize, and maximize our God-designed differences and the vital role each 
style brings to the table. As God’s gals, we can recognize and adjust both 
strengths and struggles to get all the pieces of the ministry puzzle connected 
correctly. This is exciting news! 

Here is a further glimpse into the four personality styles and how they 
influence the way we serve. A corresponding reference to the original 
four designations given by Hippocrates has been provided as well as the 
DiscProfile™ designation by letter and adjective.

Lion: Dominant, Decisive, Determined

(Original designation: Choleric; DiscProfile™: D-Dominance)

Lions love to lead. They are outgoing, task-oriented, and proactive. Goal-
oriented, they are movers and shakers. They thrive on challenges, being 
in control, and making choices. As big-picture thinkers, lions are good at 
counteracting obstacles and creating opportunities. Their personality style 
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would influence them to become a director, team captain, Bible study coor-
dinator or teacher. They always bring the “What?” question to the table.

Otter: Impulsive, Inspiring, Impressionable

(Original designation: Sanguine; DiscProfile™: I-Influence)

Otters are outgoing and people-oriented. They make a real splash: playful, 
talkative, with a charm and excitement that is infectious. They are team 

“cheerleaders.” Yet, they are driven more by recognition and approval than 
by reaching goals and meeting challenges. As master storytellers, they can 
turn a small event into a fantastic adventure. An Otter’s personality would 
influence them to be a public-relations coordinator, speaker, table hostess, 
worship leader, facilitator, or emcee. They always bring the “Who?” ques-
tion to the table.

Golden Retriever: Steady, Supportive, Sincere

(Original designation: Phlegmatic; DiscProfile™: S-Steadiness)

Reserved and people-oriented, Golden Retrievers are more motivated by 
being genuinely appreciated, feeling secure, and receiving approval than 
by rewards. Not liking change, Golden Retrievers will do whatever seems 
necessary to keep things status quo. They are sensitive to people’s needs, 
sympathetic listeners, and loyal. They don’t like change but will do whatever 
you need them to do if you tell them how. They always bring the “How?” 
question to the table.

Beaver: Conscientious, Compliant, Competent

(Original Designation: Melancholic; DiscProfile™: C-Conscientiousness) 

Highly task-oriented, the reserved Beaver is driven by excellence, value, and 
precise answers. They are cautious in life. Critical thinkers by nature, they 
are energized by being right, sure, and safe. Beavers will fight for making 
sure what is right is done. Paralysis analysis can plague a Beaver as they con-
tinually search for why. They are the ones who take care of the financials for 
events, develop materials, work on PowerPoint™, teach, and do the research 
for strategic planning. They always bring the “Why?” question to the table. 

No matter what personality style you have, it influences the way you serve 
and equips you for the assignment that God has for you. 
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“ The body we’re talking about is Christ’s body of chosen people. Each 
of us finds our meaning and function as a part of his body. But as 
a chopped-off finger or cut-off toe we wouldn’t amount to much, 
would we? So since we find ourselves fashioned into all these excel-
lently formed and marvelously functioning parts in Christ’s body, let’s 
just go ahead and be what we were made to be, without enviously or 
pridefully comparing ourselves with each other, or trying to be some-
thing we aren’t. If you preach, just preach God’s Message, nothing else” 
(Rom. 12:5-6, MSG)

Personality Styles Influence How We Minister 

“You never know till you try to reach them how accessible men are; but you 
must approach each man by the right door.” Henry Ward Beecher2

Applying the insights of personality styles allows for more effectively 
reaching seekers and teaching believers. 

“ As He stepped ashore, He saw a huge crowd and had compassion on 
them, because they were like sheep without a shepherd. Then He began 
to teach them many things” (Mark 6:34, HCSB).

Jesus adjusted His own personality style to minister differently based on 
whom He was ministering to. The example that is so powerful to me is 
when Jesus’ friend Lazarus died and He waited three days to visit the family. 
When He arrived, His response to each sister was unique to her personality. 

How do you look at the crowds and select which doors to effectively 
reach and to teach them? 

To reach Lions: You must gain their respect. If they view ministry oppor-
tunities as inconsequential or not effectively prepared, you lose them. They 
are movers, making decisions quickly, so give them what they need to know. 
Make clear what you have to offer. Give them a challenge; let them be an 
important part in making it happen. 

To teach them: Tell them what the material is about. Show them the 
difference it is going to make. Be precise and to the point. Give them a chal-
lenge and let them know the end result. Ask “What?” questions, not “How?”

To reach Otters: They love a party. They like people. If you want them to 
come, get them involved. Once they “buy in” they will personally be on a 
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God never intended 

us to be the 

same. He planned 

and designed us 

to be different, 

equipping us for 

His assignments.

campaign to enlist others. For events, include time for people and a forum 
to express ideas. 

To teach them: Provide a friendly environment. Give them an opportu-
nity to share and express emotion. Help them to learn to act on their ideas. 
They love small-group discussions. Give them details in small digestible 
bites allowing them to give you feedback. The more they can see, the better 
they understand. Engage them in the “Who!”

To reach Golden Retrievers: They are highly relational. Express a genuine 
interest in them—be personally inviting. They need time to make decisions 
and don't like to be rushed. They look out for others and are willing to 
sacrifice their own interests to help others. Engage Golden Retrievers by 
showing them how others need them.

To teach them: Help them understand. They won’t be pushy to get 
answers. They want it to be good for everyone. Approach it from different 
angles so they have time to process. They like a worshipful time, getting 
into the needs of the “people.” Give them the “how to.”

To reach Beavers: If you want to convince Beavers to attend a function, let 
them know they will get all the information they want. Give them the logis-
tics—they like facts and rules. Be thorough, so needing more information 
will not paralyze them. Make sure everything being used to engage them is 
quality, precise, and has purpose. For Beavers it isn’t about the people but 
the program. They love Bible studies, classes, and conferences.

To teach them: Be specific. They want facts, more facts, and more infor-
mation. Support statements with accurate information. Answer their “Why?” 
questions with specifics based on knowledge. Provide handouts and places 
to look for more information. They love PowerPoint™ with accurate details.

Conclusion

God never intended us to be the same. He planned and designed us to be 
different, equipping us for His assignments. As leaders in ministry you can 
grow in your knowledge and appreciation of personality styles, opening 
doors to greater possibilities in the way you lead, serve, and minister.

1.  Myers, Isabel Briggs, with Peter B. Myers, Gifts Differing: Understanding Personality Type (Boston: Nicholas Brealey 
Publishing, 1995), 9. 

2.  Drysdale, William, Proverbs from Plymouth Pulpit: Selected from the Writings and Sayings of Henry Ward Beecher (New York: 
D. Appleton, 1887), 16. 
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For Smaller Churches

by Martha Lawley

Greater understanding of each other is valuable as we minister closely 
together. Personality differences often lead to misunderstanding and con-
flict. This article provides excellent insight into the different personality 
styles and how they relate to God’s plan for ministry. Consider inviting 
someone to assist in teaching about personalities and how they relate to 
spiritual giftedness. Work with other churches to provide joint training or 
provide a church-wide training event in your own church.

Emphasize God’s plan that we are intentionally different. Not just 
respecting our differences but learning to value them is a vital part of our 
becoming more like Christ. Highlight how many more needs are met when 
we allow people to be who God created them to be.

Effectively assimilating new members into service according to their 
unique gifts and personality is particularly important. Do this intentionally. 
See page 118 for more information on new members.


